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Abstract 
In this paper we establish the existence and uniqueness of a solution for stochastic Volterra 
equations assuming that the coefficients F(t,s,x) and Gi(r,s,x) are %-measurable, for s <t, where 
(3) denotes the filtration generated by the driving Brownian motion. We impose some differ- 
entiability assumptions on the coefficients, in the sense of the Malliavin calculus, in the time 
interval [s,t]. Some properties of the solution are discussed. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study stochastic integral equations in Rd of the form 
U-1) 
where W is a k-dimensional Brownian motion, and the coefficients F(t, s,x) and 
Gi( t, s,x) are &-measurable. Although the solution X, will be adapted to the filtration 
{ %} generated by W, the integrand of the stochastic integral appearing in Eq. (1.1) is 
not adapted because Gi(t,S,&) is not necessarily %-measurable. 
In this paper we will interpret the stochastic integral appearing in (1.1) in the Sko- 
rohod sense. The Skorohod integral introduced in Skorohod (1975) is an extension of 
the It6 integral which allows to integrate nonadapted processes. Gaveau and Trauber 
(1982) proved that the Skorohod integral coincides with the adjoint of the derivative 
operator on the Wiener space. Starting from this result, the techniques of the stochastic 
calculus of variations on the Wiener space (see Malliavin, 1978) have allowed to de- 
velop a stochastic calculus for the Skorohod integral (see Nualart and Pardoux, 1988), 
which extends the classical It6 calculus. The Skorohod integral possesses most of the 
main properties of the It6 stochastic integral like the local property, and the quadratic 
variation. 
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Stochastic Volterra equations where the diffusion coefficient Gi(t,s,x) is %- 
measurable have been studied among others in Berger and Mizel (1980) and Prot- 
ter (1985). Berger and Mizel (1982) considered linear stochastic Volterra equations 
with anticipating integrands, using the notion of forward integral. In this paper the 
solution was obtained by means of the Wiener chaos expansion, taking into account 
the linearity of the coefficients. On the other hand, Pardoux and Protter (1990) con- 
sidered stochastic Volterra equations where the coefficients F(t,s,x) and Gi(t,s,x) are 
&measurable, but Gi(tyS,X) can be written in the form 
where Ht is an adapted m-dimensional process and Gi(h; t,s,x) is 5$measurable for 
each hERm, t 2s and x E Rd. This particular form of the coefficient Gi(t,s,x) per- 
mits to control the U-norm of the Skorohod integral sof Gi(Hl; t,s,X,) dq using the 
substitution formula for this integral. 
Our aim is to prove the existence and uniqueness of solution for stochastic Volterra 
equations of the form (1.1) when the coefficients F(t, s,x) and Gi(t, s,x) are 4- 
measurable and the stochastic integral is interpreted in the Skorohod sense. In order to 
control the L2-norm of the Skorohod integral $ Gi(t,s,&) dyi we will assume that the 
coefficient Gi(ty s,x) is infinitely differentiable (in the sense of the stochastic calculus of 
variations) in the time interval [s, 11, and the derivatives O~~(.,,,,,(Gi(t,S,X)), ~1,. . . , sn E 
[s, t], verify a suitable Lipschitz property in the variable x. These hypotheses generalize 
the case where Gi(t,s,x) is &measurable. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some preliminary technical 
results concerning the Skorohod integral that will be needed later. Section 3 is devoted 
to show the main result on the existence and uniqueness of solution to Eq. (1.1). In 
Section 4 we discuss the continuity of the solution in time. Finally, in Section 5 we 
study the semimartingale property of the solution. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let Q= C([O, T]; Rk) be the space of continuous functions from [0, T] into lRk 
equipped with the uniform topology, let 9 denote the Bore1 a-field on Q and let P be 
the Wiener measure on (&Z&F). The canonical process W = {K, t E [0, T]} defined by 
U;(o) = o(t) will be a k-dimensional Brownian motion. Let 8’ = a{ @, 0 ds < t} and 
set 4 = 6’ V JY, where _N is the class of P-negligeable sets. Let H be the Hilbert 
space L2([0, T]; Rk). For any h E H we denote by W(h) the Wiener integral 
Let Y be the set of cylindrical random variables of the form: 
F=ftWthl),...,Wth,)), (2.1) 
where n > 1, f E Cboo( R”) (f and all its derivatives are bounded), and hl, . . . , h, E H. 
Given a random variable F of the form (2.1), we define its ith derivative, i = 1, _ . , k, 
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as the stochastic process {DfF, t E [0, T]} given by 
n af D;F=x-(W(h,) ,..., W(h,))hj(t), 
j=1 axj 
t~[o,T]. 
In this way, the derivative DF is an element of L2([0, T] x 8; lRk) %L2(B;H). For 
each i= 1 , . . . ,k, D’ is a closable unbounded operator from L2(Q) into L2([0, T] x Q). 
We denote by IDiT the closure of Y with respect to the norm defined by 
IIFII:1,2 = llFll22(n, + Il~iFII;qo,r]xn)~ 
Define D1,2 =& UJI!,~, and set 
k 
llFll:,2 = IlFll~~~,~ + c IIwl2~c[o,r]xo,~ 
i=l 
More generally, we can define the iterated derivative operator on a cylindrical random 
variable by setting 
z,‘f,,,,F = Df, . . . D$ 
These operators are closable and we denote ID:’ the closure of Y by the norm 
IIFII:n,z = llFll;2co, + e llD’~iF/l~~~~4,1~.,~. 
I=1 
Set D”p2 = nt, ED?‘, and 
llFll:2 = IIFll22(Q, + i: i: IID’,iFIIZZ([o,T]‘xR). 
i=l I=1 
For any Bore1 subset A of [0, T] we will denote by & the a-field generated by the 
random variables {s,’ l&) dK, B E g(T), B c A}. The following result is proved in 
Nualart and Pardoux (1988, Lemma 2.4): 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a Bore1 subset of [0, T], and consider a random variable 
F E D’,2 which is %-measurable. Then D,F = 0 almost everywhere in AC x 0. 
For each i = 1,. . . , k we denote by 6i the adjoint of the derivative operator D’ that 
will be also called the Skorohod integral with respect to the Brownian motion {v}. 
That is, the domain of 6i (denoted by Dom $) is the set of elements u E L2([0, T] x Q) 
such that there exists a constant c verifying 
lE ~TD;F~~ df 1 ~#‘ll~qn,, 
for all F E Y. If u E Dom 6i, hi(u) is the element in L2(Q) defined by the duality 
relationship 
J 
T 
E(ai(u)F)=E DfFut dt, F E 9’. 
0 
We will make use of the following notation: s,’ ut dv = 6i(u). 
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The set &[O, T] x a) of square integrable and adapted processes is included into 
Dom 6i and the operator 6i restricted to Lz([O, T] x 0) coincides with the It6 stochastic 
integral with respect to {q}. This property can be proved as a consequence of the 
following lemma proved in [Nualart and Pardoux (1988)]. For any h E L2([0, 7’1) we 
will set DLF = (D’F, h)L~C[O,TIj, and we will denote by I@‘~’ the closure of Y by the 
norm (E(lF12)+E(jD~F12))1/2. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F be a random variable in the space @“2 for some function 
h E L’([O, T]). Then the process Fh(t) belongs to Dom 6i, and 
6i(Fh) = FE”(h) - DiF. 
Let LF’ =L2([0, T]; DF’) equipped with the norm 
lk4:,,2 = l141t2([o,r]xn) + 2 llDj~i4122([o,T]1+~ XL?), 
j=I 
and set [L”y2 =& ILF2, lL”,2 = n,,,, lLF2, lLm>2 = &, nnb, LT2. 
We recall that L,!32 is included in the domain of 6i, and for a process u in U-j,’ we 
can compute the variance of the Skorohod integral of u as follows: 
E(si(u)‘)=E~ru:dr+E~~~~D~~~D~~~~dt. (2.2) 
We will make use of the following notation: 
A,T = ((~1 )...) Sn,S)E[o,T]“+? si2... Bs,&s}, 
and 
2; = {(sl )..., s,,s)E[O,T]“+‘: Si>S ,...) s,%}. 
Let Yr be the class of cylindrical L2([0, T])-valued random variables of the form 
4 
lJ= c F;:hi, F;: E S“, hi E L2( [O, T]). 
i=l 
We introduce the space L:2’f as the dOSUre Of %$ by the norm 
IlV&Jf = II&([o,T]xa) + f: Ilo”‘vllE+l~xn,~ 
j=1 
where 
(2.3) 
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We set 
k 
~“A/ - - 
n 
[Ly.2,f 
1 3 
k 
[Ldf - - ml q2,f. 
i=l na1 
That is 9 lLtY2’f is the class of stochastic processes {ut} that are differentiable with 
respect to the ith component of the Wiener process (in the sense of the stochastic 
calculus of variations) in the future. For a process u in L;,2>f we can define the 
square-integrable kernel {D$+, sat} which belongs to L2(Af x Sz). More generally, if 
r E q2.f we can introduce the square-integrable kernel (0: ,,.,,, S,ut, ~1,. . . , s, 2 t} which 
is in L2(JT x s2). Notice that in the definition (2.3) we could have integrated over the 
set $ and get an equivalent norm. 
Lemma 2.3. The space Li([O, T] x s2) is contained in LooT2,f. Furthermore, for all 
u E Li([O, T] x Q) we have Dj ,,,,,, s,ut = 0 for almost all ~1,. . . ,s, 2 t, and for all 
i=l,..., , k n > 1, and, hence, 
(2.4) 
Proof. We will denote by 9: the class of elementary processes of the form 
N 
ut = c Fjl~,,J,,,lW~ (2.5) 
j=O 
where O=tO<tl< ... <tN+l = T and for all j=O,. . . ,N, Fj is a smooth and 
%j-measurable random variable. The set 9; is dense in Lz([O, T] x s2). On the other 
hand we have 9; c LC0,2Tf and for any u of the form (2.5) we have, using Propo- 
sition 2.1, D’ s ,,,,,, s.~t=O, for almost all sl,..., .q,>,t, and for all i=l,..., k, and n&l. 
This allows us to complete the proof. 0 
The next three results are extensions of known results for the space D’,2 (see Nualart, 
1995, Proposition 1.2.2, Exercise 1.2.13 and Proposition 1.3.7). 
Proposition 2.4. Let II/ : Rm -+ R be a continuously differentiable function with boun- 
ded partial derivatives. Suppose that u = (u’, . . . , urn) is an m-dimensional stochastic 
process whose components belong to the space Lt:29f. Then I+?(U) E K!2*f, and 
m a* &,@s)) = c - <u)Dfd j=, axj 
for almost all (t,s)E AT. 
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Proposition 2.5. Let u, u E !L)2*f be two stochastic processes such that u, and 
J0T(D$S)2dt are bounded untformly in s. Then WE ILi ‘,2~f and, for almost all 
(t,s) E A:, Df(u& = u,Dtu, + v,Dtu,. 
Proposition 2.6. Let u E lL)23f and A E 9, such that u,(w)=0 a.e. on the product 
space [0, T] x A. Then Df us(w) = 0, for almost all (t, s, w) E AT x A. 
The following two lemmas will provide LP estimates (p B 2) for the Skorohod in- 
tegral of processes in the space 0_y2Tf. 
Lemma 2.7. Consider a process u in ll!27f. Suppose that Diulcr,el belongs to the 
domain of Si for each interval [r, g] c [0, T], and, moreover, 
Then u$,~I belongs to the domain of 6i for any [r, t] c [0, T], and 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Proof. To simplify the proof, we will assume that W is a one-dimensional Wiener 
process. In that case, we omit the index i in all the notations. 
Suppose first that u has a finite Wiener chaos expansion. Then we can write: 
Now, let us denote by uk the sum of the k first terms in the Wiener chaos expansion 
of u. It holds that uk converges to u in the norm Ij.lli,~f, as k tends to infinity. For 
each k, we have 
cw 
It suffices to show that the right-hand side of (2.8) converges to the right-hand side of 
(2.7). This convergence is obvious for the first term. The convergence of the second 
summand follows from condition (2.6). 0 
Remark 1. In the statement of Lemma 2.7 the assumptions are equivalent to saying 
that u E a_f’2’f is such that {D~~~l~o,~](s), s E [0, T]} belongs to the domain of 6i as a 
processes with values in the Hilbert space L2([0, T]). 
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Remark 2. Lemma 2.7 generalizes the isometry property of the Skorohod integral for 
processes in the spaces Li([O, T] x Sz) and Ly2. 
Lemma 2.8. Let p E (2,4), a=2p/(4 - p). Consider a process u in k:2*f nLa 
([0, T] x Q). Suppose also that, for each interval [r, 131 c [0, T], D~ul~,~l belongs to 
the domain of 6i, and, moreover, 
El’ lj(lD;Iu,dWj2 dtI<oo. 
Then di(ulr,t]) belongs to LP for any interval [r, t] c [0, T] and we have 
(2.9) 
where G is a constant depending only on p and T. 
Proof. We deduce from Lemma 2.7 that ul~,s] belongs to the domain of 6i. Now, 
using Corollary 2.2 of Hu and Nualart (1997) we deduce that (2.10) is true in the set 
p)T of processes u of the form: 
N 
Ut = c Vl~,J,+,l(t)~ (2.11) 
j=O 
where O=to< ... <tN+l =T and for all j=O,..., N, 4 are smooth random variables 
of the form (2.1), f being a polynomial function. We know that pr is dense in 
L”([O, T] x Sz). So, we can get a sequence {u”, n > 1) of processes in p)T such that 
U” converges to u in L”([O, T] x s2). Moreover, if we consider the Omstein-Uhlenbeck 
semigroup {T,, t >O}, we know that, for all t, Ttu is also an element of pr, and we 
can easily prove that, for all [r, t] c [0, T] 
lip lim E 
s 
TIT,,ku: - usla ds = 0, n 0 
2 
(D;( TIlku,n) - 0; u,) dW,’ d0 = 0, 
which allows us to complete the proof. 0 
Note that (2.7) implies 
The iteration of this inequality leads to an estimation of the L2 norm of the Skorohod 
integral ai using only derivatives Ds ,,,,,, S.~t in future times ~1,. . . , n, s >t. In order to 
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introduce a norm that dominates El&(u)l 2 we require the definition of a suitable class 
of nonnegative sequences. 
We will denote by W the class of nonnegative sequences a = {a,, n B 0) such that 
the sequence b(a) = {b,(a), n 20) defined by 
ho(a) = a:, 
b,(u) = uo’ + 2ufJ , u: .,,,/~, 
for n 2 1, satisfies B(u) := limn-+a b,(u)<cc. Notice that the sequence b,(u) is non- 
decreasing. 
Proposition 2.9. The class 9 coincides with the class of nonnegative sequences 
u = {a,, n 20) such that there exists a positive sequence E = {E,,, n 20) satisfying: 
S,(u) := uo” (l+;)+gz~(E&~+~).,; (2.12) 
and, furthermore, 
B(u) = rnp S,(a). 
Proof. (a) Let us first 
R>O, x,y>O we have 
2xy<Rx2 + f y2. 
(2.13) 
prove that B(a)dS,(u) for any positive sequence E. For all 
(2.14) 
Using recursively (2.14) we have that, for all Ro, RI,. . . , R,_ 1 > 0, 
b,(u) < a;(1 + Ro) + a:(1 +Rl) 
Ro 
+ 4;o;lR2’ +. . . + d$+f 
n 2 
+ RoRl 
4 
. ..R.,-,’ 
and now, denoting SO = Ro, S1 
7 
=RoR~,...,S,,=ROR~..*R, we can write 
+ . ..+ &(lfE)f& 
a: U2 =u:(l+Sa)+g+~+...+~+~ 
n 2 n 1 
81 2 s2 G-1 
+u:-+u2ST+~~~+u,Z,-. 
s,2 1 s:-2 
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Finally, putting si = l/Si, i = 1,. . . , n - 1 we obtain 
M7) < a; 1 + & + c ( 1) 1; u+ + $)+.:,_, 
4u:(l+~)+~~~(PI+~), 
which shows that for any positive sequence E we have B(a)dS,(u). 
(b) Let us now prove that if UC%! there exists a positive sequence E(U) such that 
B(u) = S&u). Because B(u) < co we can define, for all n > 0, 
en(u) = Jim, u,’ + 24 
+ 
J 
a,2 + 2u, 
which satisfies that, for all n 30, 
(i) B(u) = ui + 2~s u: + 24 /u: + Zo*/v, 
(ii) Q&> =a: + 2a~Qn+~(a)=aiU + &(a)) + (l/&(a))Q,+~(a>, where &(a)= 
&zGml~a,. 
With these notations we can write 
B(u) = uf( 1 + &(a)) + 
a:<1 +&(a)) 
&o(a) 
+ 41 +Rz(a)) 
Ro@)&(a) 
+ ... + 
a;_,(1 +&-l(a)) Qn<u> 
Ro(a)Rl(a). . . R,_2(u) + Ro(u)Rl(u) . * . R,_I(~)’ 
and taking Q(U) := l/Ro(u)Rl(u) . . . Rk(a) we have that 
B(u) = ~0’ (I+&) +~u+-l(u)+%) +J~~d4Qd4 
= Se(a)(a) + ,‘i& da)Qn(a), 
which shows that S+,(u) < B(u). The proof is now complete. Cl 
Remark. Obviously, all the square-summable sequences belong to 9!. On the other 
hand, it is easy to find nonsquare-summable sequences in W. For example, 
(i) {M”, n > 0}, where A4 is a positive constant, 
(ii) {n!, n>O}, 
(iii) {tim, n 2 0}, where m is a positive constant. 
The following property is an immediate consequence of the definition of the 
class 43. 
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Lemma 2.10. Let a = {a,, n 2 0) be a nonnegative sequence in the class 9. Suppose 
that b = {b,, n 2 0) is another nonnegative sequence such that b, d pa,,, for all n 3 0, 
and for some constant p > 0. Then b belongs also to the class 9, and B(b) < p’B(a). 
We now define L; as the class of processes u in ll,?,2*f such that the sequence 
d’(u) = {d;(u), n 3 0) defined by 
4(a) = II~ll~~([ll,T]xs2)~ 
and 
112 
d;(u) = IIDn,i~IIL+,Txaj = 
U 
E 
4 
Ps:),:..,s, u, I 2 da . . . ds, d.s 
) 
, 
for n 3 1 belongs to 9. For u E Li we define 
lh&, := B(d’(u)). 
The corresponding class Li( Rd) of d-dimensional processes can be defined analogously, 
by considering the sequence IIDn,i~(IL2(A~XR;Rd). 
Proposition 2.11. Li C Dom 6i and we have that, for all u in Li, 
EIUu)12 d IIuII2; (2.15) 
Consider p E (2,4) and CI = 2p/(4 -p). If, furthermore, u belongs to the space 
L”([O, T] x 52) we have that, for all [r, t] c [0, T], 6i(ulL,,]) is in L* and 
EIGi(ul[,~~)lP 6 G(t - r)P’2-1 { ~lu,l”ds+~ll~~ul,~,~,ll2.d0), (2.16) 
where C,, is the constant appearing in (2.10). 
Proof. Let us denote by uk the sum of the first k terms of the Wiener chaos decom- 
position of u. Applying Lemma 2.7 and using Schwartz inequality yields 
EIh(u)12 G II~ll~~~~o,~~xn~ + ~IIuII z([o,zJXQ) j-- 
By a recursive argument and the fact that uk has a finite Wiener chaos decomposition 
it follows that (2.15) holds for every uk. Now, using the fact that limk lluk - uIIL., =0 
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it follows that (2.15) holds for u. In order to show (2.16) we observe that, using 
Lemma 2.8 we have for p E (2,4) and a = 2p/(4-p), 
(2.17) 
and now applying (2.15) to the second term of the sum, the result follows. Notice that 
J: IlD@lr,~llZ, de is finite if u belongs to Li because we have 
We have the following local property for the operator &: 
Proposition 2.12. Consider a process u in Li and a set AEF such that q(o)=O, 
for almost all (t, w) in the product space [0, T] x A. Then hi(u) = 0 a.s. on A. 
Proof. Consider the sequence of processes defined by 
2”-1 2” Tj2_” 
lly = 
= (/ 
us h l(Tjz-m,T(j+l)2-m](tk 
j=l 
r T(j-l)2-m ) 
It is easy to show that for all m the mapping UH urn is a linear bounded opera- 
tor on Li with norm bounded by 1. On the other hand, it is clear that for all k, 
lim,,, I[(u’)~-u~~~L~ = 0, where uk denotes the sum of the first k terms of the Wiener 
chaos decomposition of u. This allows us to deduce that limm__ [[urn - ~11~~ = 0. Using 
now Proposition 2.11 we have that 6i(U”’ - u) tends to zero in L2(sZ) as m tends to 
infinity. On the other hand, Lemma 2.2 allows us to write: 
and by the local property of the operator D’ in the space [L,“2Tf (Proposition 2.6) we 
have that this expression is zero on the set {Jsr uz ds = 0}, which completes the proof. 
0 
We can localize the spaces [L!“2’f , 
1,2,f the set of random p 
n> 1, R”‘2’f and Li as follows. We will de- 
note by k,l,c recesses u such that there exists a sequence 
{(Q,, u” ), n B 1) c % x L,‘923f with the following properties: 
(i) 9,r 52, a.s. 
(ii) u = u”, a.s. on [0, T] x 52,. 
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We then say that ((Q,,ti)} localizes u in U_:;‘def. Then, by Proposition 2.6 we can 
define without ambiguity the derivative Dfus by setting 
&lo” =D:u&, 
for each n B 1, (t,s) E AT. In a similar way, we can introduce the spaces [lT;:f and 
Li,loc. For a process u in [lz;2f the iterated derivatives Di;f,.,s, 4, Sl,..., s, as, are 
well defined. On the other h’and, if u ELi,loc, and {(Q,, un)} localizes u in Li,I,, then 
by Proposition 2.12 we can define without ambiguity the Skorohod integral %(U) by 
putting 
for each n3 1. 
3. Existence and uniqueness of solution for anticipating Volterra equations 
Consider a d-dimensional stochastic integral equation of the following type: 
(3.1) 
We assume that the initial condition is a fixed point x0 E Rd. We will make use of the 
following hypotheses on the coefficients. In the sequel A4 = {M,, n 2 0) is a nonneg- 
ative sequence such that M2 = {Mi, n 80) is in W, and K > 0 is a constant. 
W) 
(W 
043) 
F,G~:S~XA~XIW~+[W~, i=l,... , k, are measurable functions such that for 
each (8,x), F(., s,x) and Gi(., s,X) are 5,-progressively measurable on D x [s, T]. 
For all tc[O,T], i= l,..., k, j= l,..., 
IL”J’f. 
d and XE[W~ we have G/(t,.,x)l[~,~](-) E 
Furthermore, Gi(t,.,O)l[o,l](.) belongs to Li(lRd) for all t E [0, T], i= 1, 
. . . vk and IlGi(C .,O)l[~,t](.)ll~,c~d, GK. 
Lipschitz property: For all (t,s) E AT,x, y E Rd, and i = 1,. . . , k we have 
F’(Lv) - F(o,YN Gfolx - ~1, 
lG(Cs,x) - Gi(t,s,y)l <MO/X - YI- 
(H3’) Lipschitz property for the derivatives of Gi: For all (t,s) E AT, x, y E lRd, 
i=l,..., k, and n> 1, we have 
J {t>s,b...>s”Bs} I(D~~I:,,,,Gi)(t,s,x)- (~;I:..,,,Gi)(t,s,y)12dsl ...hn 
(H4) Linear growth condition: For all (~,s)E A[ we have IF(t,s,O)(,<K. 
Remark 1. Suppose that for all (t, s) E AT, and x E Rd the variable Gi(t,s,x) is 
&measurable, and E sd (Gi(t,s, 0)12 ds <K2 for all t E [0, T], i = 1,. . . , k, and the con- 
ditions (H3) and (H4) holds. Then hypotheses (H2) and (H3’) are automatically true 
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due to Lemma 2.3. Notice that the derivatives in future times are zero due to the 
measurability of Gi(t, S,X) with respect to pS. 
Remark 2. It is not difficult to construct examples of coefficients Gi(t, s,X) which 
are not FS-measurable and satisfy the above hypotheses. For example suppose that 
k=d=l and 
G(t,s,x) = gi(&s)s2(&x), 
where gl(t,s) is P[,,tl-measurable, gz(t,s,x) is &measurable, gx(t,s,x) is uniformly 
Lipschitz in the variable x and satisfies Es,’ gz(t,s, O)*d.s < cm for all t E [0, T], and g1 
is bounded and satisfies II~gl(t,s)J(z,([,,,,,) <n!M,2 for all n > 1. In particular we can 
take sl(t,S)=f(~‘cp(&s,r)dW,), where cp is a square integrable deterministic func- 
tion and f is an infinitely differentiable function whose derivatives are bounded by 
~M2lll4a~:)ll~. 
Remark 3. Pardoux and Protter (1990) consider the case where G(t, s,x) = G(H,, 1, s,x) 
with G(h,t,s,x) FS-measurable and Ht an adapted process. A coefficient of this type 
satisfies the above hypotheses provided that G(h, t,s,x) is smooth in the variable h, 
H1 is smooth in the sense of the Malliavin calculus and their derivatives satisfy 
suitable growth conditions. Notice that the example described in Remark 2 is not of 
this type. 
A consequence of the above hypotheses is the following chain rule which is similar 
to Lemma 2.3 in Ocone and Pardoux (1989). 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Gi(tys,X) satisjies the aboue hypothesis (Hl)-(H3) and 
(H3’), and consider an adaptedprocess UEL~([O, T] x 8; R’). Then, Gi(t, ., U.)lptl(.) 
belongs to L”92yf(R’), and 
(3.2) 
for almost all ~1,. . . , s,, 2s. Moreover, we have that Gi(t,., U.)lfo,t~(-) belongs to 
Li( Rd). 
Proof. To simplify we will assume that Gi(t, 8,x) is real valued. Let { &, E > 0) be an 
approximation of the identity in IWd such that the support of I+& is contained in the ball 
of center the origin and radius E. Define 
G,“(~,s) := wd IC/E(Z - U,)Gi(t,s,z)h. s 
Then, from hypotheses (H2), (H3) and (H3’) and using Propositions 2.1, 2.4 and 2.5 it 
follows that G;(t, .)l[~,~](-) belongs to I__,2,f, G:(t, -)lp,](-) converges in L2([0, T] x Q) 
to Gi(t, ., U.)lpt](-) as E tends to zero, and the derivatives 
D :;f ,,,, ,m(Gf(t,~))=kd $4~ - U,)D~~il..,s,(Gi(t,S,z))dz 
converge in L2(4k x Sz), as E tends to zero, to (qf,,,,,nGi)(t,s, US). This allows us to 
prove (3.2). On the other hand, using this equality and the hypotheses (H2) and (H3’) 
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< 211DnsiGi(t, *,O)ll~*(d;x~) + 2M,2E s f lv,12d.s. 0 
As a consequence, the sequence 
d’(G, U)={J](Dn9’Gi(t,., ~))l~~,t~ll~*(d:,np n>O) 
is in the class 99, and, therefore Gi(t, ., U.)$O,~J(.) belongs to Li. 0 
Consider a d-dimensional square-integrable adapted process U, namely, U EL~( [0, T] 
x 52; Rd). Define, for each t E [0, T] 
s 
t 
It(U)= F(C s, u,) ds. (3.3) 
0 
Lemma 3.2. Assume (Hl), (H3) and (H4). For all U, VEL~([O,T] x Q; Rd) we have 
sup ElW)12 ~00, tE[O, Tl 
EIZ,(U)-Z,(V)12<M,2t [‘El& - V,12ds. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Jo 
Proof. Using (H4) we have 
EIZ,(U)12 <2t2K2 + 2M;tE 
s 
&Y<w, 
0 
on the other hand, (3.5) follows easily from (H3). 0 
We are going to deduce a similar estimation for the Skorohod integral of Gi(t,s, V,) 
with respect to the Brownian motion IV’. 
Proposition 3.3. Assume (Hl)-(H3), (H3’) and (H4). For any process UEL~([O,T] 
xQ;Rd) andfor all i=l , . . . , k, for all t E [0, T] we have that the Skorohod integral 
s t Z(U) = Gj(t,s, U,)dW,’ 0 (3.6) 
exists. Furthermore, if U, V E Li([O, T] x 0; Rd) then for each i = 1,. . . , k we have 
sup EIJ:‘(U)12 <co, 
tW-J, Tl 
(3.7) 
EI$(U) - J:‘( V)12 <B(M2)E J (3.8) 0 
Proof. Fix an index i = 1 , . . . , k and fix t E [0, T]. Thanks to Proposition 2.11 and 
Lemma 3.1 we have that J:‘(U) exists. In order to prove (3.8) we define the d- 
dimensional process 
~~=(Gi(t,s,U,)-Gi(t,s,V,)). 
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From hypothesis (H3’) and Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
Hence, by Lemma 2.10 II: belongs to the space &(Rd), and 
llu’ll;, <B(M2)E o1 lu, - v,12 ds. 
s 
Therefore, Proposition 2.11 (properly extended to d-dimensional processes) allows us 
to conclude the proof of (3.8). The proof of (3.7) is similar. 0 
With these preliminaries we can state and prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume the hypotheses (Hl)-(H3), (H3’) and (H4). Then, there is a 
unique solution X to Eq. (3.1) in the space Li([O, T] x s2; R?). 
Proof. (Uniqueness) Using the notations introduced above we can write Eq. (3.1) in 
the form 
xl =x0 +Zt(X) + & $(X>. (3.9) 
i=l 
Consider another solution 
r,=x,+I,(Y)+~J:(Y). 
i=l 
Applying Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, we get 
J 
t 
EIX, - YJ2 <(2M$ + 2kB(M2)) EIX, - Y,lQs, 
0 
and by Gronwall’s lemma we deduce that X, - Yt = 0 for each t E [0, T]. 
(Existence) Consider the sequence of Picard approximations defined by 
x:+1 = x0 +zl(x”) + &(X”), ?t>O. 
i=l 
Using Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, one can prove as usual that 
EjX;+’ -X;12 < SE I, (s,<...<s <?) lxsf -x,p12ds1 ...dsn . n. 
(3.10) 
< y sup EIX,’ -X;12, 
n. tE[O,Tl 
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where S = 2MiT + 2kB(M2). From hypotheses (H2), (H3) and (H4) we deduce 
< 2STIxo12 + 4T2K2 + 4kK2. 
From these estimations it follows easily that the sequence X” converges in Li([O, T] x 
IL?; IFP ) to a process solution of (3.1). 0 
Remark. Notice that hypothesis (H3) is required only to insure that we have the 
following condition: 
(h3) For all (t,s) E AT, U, V E Li([O, T] x Sz; I@) and i = 1,. . . ,k we have 
E J ’ IF(t,s,U,)-F(t,s,V,)12ds <A4,2E ‘I& - K12ds, 0 J 0 
E ‘lG,(t,s,U,)-Gi(t,s,~)12ds4M,2E fIUs-&j2ds. J 0 J 0 
In the same way, we have used (H3’) and (H4) only in order to prove, respectively, 
the following properties: 
(h3’)Forall (~,~)EAT,U,VEL~([O,T]X~;[W~), i=l,...,kandn>l we have 
(h4) For all (t,s)~Ar we have ElJdF(t,s,0)ds12<T2K2. 
Taking into account this remark we can easily show that the results proved in 
Theorem 3.4 are also true if we change the hypothesis (H3), (H3’) and (H4) by the 
weaker conditions (h3), (h3’) and (h4). 
Let us now discuss the existence of local solutions. We will say that a stochastic 
process X = {& t E [0, T]} IS a local solution of (3.1) if for all t E [0, T], i = 1,. . . , k, 
we have 
(a) Jof IF(t,s,X,)12 ds < oo, a.e. 
(b) The stochastic process {Gi(t, .,X), l~o,~](-)} belongs to Li,toc(rWd). 
(c) The process X satisfies 
X=x0 + J'F(t,s,s)ds+ 2 J’Gi(t,s,Xz)dW,‘, a.s. 
0 i=l 0 
Theorem 3.5. Consider measurable functions F, Gi : ~2 x AT x Rd + Rd, i = 1,. . . , k, 
such that there exists a sequence {L?,, F”, Gf, . . . , Gi, n 3 1) verifying 
(i) For each n 2 1, 0, E F and Q, T L? 
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(ii) For each n> 1, F” and Gr sutisfv the hypotheses (Hl)-(H3), (H3’) and (H4). 
(iii) For each n> 1, F =F”, Gi = G,!’ on Sz,, x AT x Rd. 
Then Eq. (3.1) has a local solution in &[O,T] x 8). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 we have that for all n 3 1 there exists a unique X” E Li([O, T] x 
s2) so that for all t E [0, T], i = 1,. . . , k, &(X”), J/(Xn) are well defined and we have 
x; =x0 + I 0 ’ F”(t,s,X,“)ds + 2 /’ G;(t,s,X,“)dK’. i=l 0 (3.11) 
The solution of Eq. (3.11) is obtained as the limit of Picard approximations. As a 
consequence, and taking into account hypothesis (iii) and the local property of the 
Skorohod integral in the space Li (Proposition 2.12) we obtain that X” = X:+’ a.s. on 
Q,. Now, we define a stochastic process X by setting X =X” on Sz, n Q,C_, . We have 
X, =X: a.s. on 1;2,, for each t E [0, T], and we can write 
x,=x,+ s 0 ‘F”(t,s,X;)ds+& /‘G#,s,X;)dw,‘, i=l 0 
a.s. on Q,. The process X verifies the above conditions (a) and (b) by localization. 
Finally, using Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.12 we obtain 
x, =x0 + /‘F(ts,X,)ds+ & l’Gi(t,s,X,)dW,‘, 
0 i=l 
a.s. on Q,,, which implies that X satisfies condition (c). The proof is now complete. 
0 
4. Continuity of the solution 
In this section we will provide additional conditions under which the solution of 
Eq. (3.1) is an a.s. continuous process. The main ingredient in proving the existence 
of a continuous version for the solution to Eq. (3.1) will be the estimations given in 
Proposition 2.11. 
In the sequel, we will assume that 0 <E < 1 and fl> 4. We will need the following 
additional hypotheses: 
(H5) For all (t,r,s)~Ac, i=l,..., k, andxE@ we have 
IGi(t,syx) - Gi(rySyX)l <Molt - r]‘(l + ]x])~-‘. 
(H5’) For all (t,r,s) E AT, i = 1, . . .,k, n> 1 and x E Rd we have 
s 
I(o~~,~..,,,Gi)(t,s,x) - (o~~f..,,,Gi)(r,s,X)l* dsr . . . dsn 
{r2s, 3...3sn3s} 
<A4,2)t - rJ@( 1 + 1x])? 
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(H6) Sub-linear growth condition: For all (t,s) E AT, i = 1,. . . , k, and x E Rd we have 
JGi(t,s,x)( <Mo(~ + [x[)'-~. 
(H7) The mapping t H F(t,s,x) is continuous on [s, T] for each (s,x, w). 
Then we can prove the following result: 
Theorem 4.1. Under conditions (Hl)-(H3), (H3’), (H4), (H5), (H5’), (H6) and (H7), 
the unique solution of Eq. (3.1) has an a.~. continuous mod@cation. 
Proof. Using hypotheses (H4) and (H7) and the dominated convergence theorem it is 
easy to show that Z&Y) is a continuous function of t. 
Let us now prove the continuity of the processes {J;(X), t E [0, T]}, i = 1,. . . , k. 
To simplify we will assume that d = 1. Fix r < t. For each i = 1,. . . , k and p E (2,4) 
we can write 
El&X) -J;(X)l” < C, E 
1 II ‘(G&Y,&) - Gi(r,s,X,))dW,’ ’ 0
II 
t 
+E Gi(t,s,Xs)dW,’ 
r 
= C,(z? + T2), 
where C, is a positive constant depending only on p. Now, using hypothesis (H6) we 
can show that {Gi(t,s,XS)l~o,r~(s), s E [0, T]}, is a process in the space L2J”(4-P)([0, T] x 
Q), where p = 4/(2 - E) E (2,4). On the other hand, we have seen that this process is 
in Li( R). As a consequence, applying Proposition 2.11 and setting a = 2p/(4 - p), we 
have 
Tl d Kp E (I r IG,(t,s,&) - Gi(r,sy&)la ds 0 
+ J r II@(Gi(t,.,X) - G(r, .,X.))l~o,s1(.)IIZ, de 3 0 > 
where K,, is a constant depending only on T and p. Notice that by (H5’) r 8 
E JJJ 0 0 d; lo~,~,~~,~,~~(Gi(t,s,X,) - Gi(r,s,&))12dsl . ..dsrzdsdd 
Q14,+1 It - r/2BE I’( 1 + /X,1)2 ds. 
Hence, we obtain, using (H5) and that GI( 1 - E) = 2, 
T 
Tl < KP M,a\t - rJ@E 
{ J (1 + I&l)2ds 0 
+ B({M:,M;,M,2,... ])lt-~]‘~El’(l+/&l)ids}. 
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In a similar way we can deduce the following estimates for the term T2: 
d K,(M,Q + B({M~,M,2,M,2,. . .}))lt - rp2-‘E I’(l+ Ix,l)‘)ds. 
Note that from the proof of Theorem 3.4 we have ~up~~~~rE]X,]~<oo. Hence, we 
can write 
El&Y) - J;(x)l”<clt - r16, (4.1) 
where 6 = min (2/I, p/2)> 1 and c is a constant. By Kolmogorov’s continuity crite- 
rion, Property (4.1) implies that the process {J;(X), t E [0, T]} possesses a continuous 
version, and now the proof is complete. 0 
Remark. We can obtain another type of continuity result imposing conditions over 
the U-norm of Gi and its derivatives, and working with solutions X in the space of 
adapted processes Li([O, T] x Q) for p >2. 
5. !hnimartingale property of the solution 
In this section we study the semimartingale property of the solution to Eq. (3.1). 
We will rewrite (3.1) in the form 
x =x0 + It(X) + & J::(X). (5.1) 
i=l 
We will discuss some conditions under which {Z,(X), t E [0, T]} and {J/(X), t E [0, T]}, 
i=l , . . . , k are semimartingales. Let us first treat the term I&Y). We will assume the 
following hypotheses. In the sequel, NO, R will be two positive constants. 
(Fl) Semimartingale property for F: For all (s,x) E [0, T] x If@ the process {F(t,s,x), 
t E [s, T]} can be written in the form 
J t F(t,s,x) = T(w) + Fr(r,s,x)dr + e J t F;(r,s,x)dW,‘, (5.2) S i=r S 
wherer:52x[O,T]x(Wd~IWd,F~,F~:52xdTxIWd~IWd,i=1,...,k,aremea- 
surable functions such that T(.,x) is progressively measurable in Sz x [0, T], 
F~(.,s,x), Fi(.,s,x) are progressively measurable on s2 x [s, T] for each (s,x), 
and they satisfy the following conditions: 
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(F2) Lipschitz property for T,Fl,Fi: For all (r,s)~dr, x,y~L@, and i=l,...,k 
we have 
E 
I 
’ IFi(r,s,0)12d6R2, 
S 
E 
I 
’ ]&!(r,s,0)]2dr<R2. 
S 
Remark. Notice that under hypotheses (Fl)-(F3) the stochastic integral appearing in 
(5.2) is an It8 integral and the process {F(t,s,x), t 2s) is certainly a semimartingale 
for each fixed s E [0, T]. 
Now, our first aim is to prove that under (Fl)-(F3), F satisfies (Hl), (h3) and 
(h4). 
Lemma 5.1. Let Fi : CJ x AT x lQd + Rd be a function satisfying (F2) and (F3). Set 
$(t,s,x)=ssfF;( r,s,x) d W,'. Then for each s, fi(t,s,x) has a continuous version in 
(t,x) E [s, T] x Rd and the following properties hold: 
(a) For all n > 0, EEsupl,l Gn,tEls,Tl If ‘(x>121 <w 
(b) for all U E Li([O, T] x Sz; Rd) we have 
I 
t 
I 
t 
F~(r,s,x)dW&,~ = F;‘(r,s, U,)dW,‘, a.s. 
s s 
Proof. Taking into account (F2) and the Burkholder-DavisGundy inequalities we ob- 
tain that for each q > 1 t 
(Fi(r,s,x) - F;‘(r,s, y))dW,’ < CqTqj2N,4 Ix - ylq, 
and now (a) and the existence of a continuous version in (t,x) follow by the Garsia- 
Rodemish-Rumsey lemma. The proof of (b) is trivial. 0 
Remark. Using the preceding lemma is easy to show that if F : Sz x AT x Rd 4 Rd is 
a function satisfying (Fl)-(F3), then it satisfies (HI), (h3) and (h4). 
Proposition 5.2. Let F,: s1 x A: x lRd -+ Rd, be a function satisfying (Fl)-(F3). Then 
for each U EL~([O, T] x 52; Rd), the process {I,(U), t E [0, T]} de$ned in (3.3) is 
a semimartingale. 
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Proof. Taking into account Lemma 5.1 we observe that 
t t t = s mus)~+ JJ Fl(r,s,Us)drds 0 0 s 
and now applying the Fubini’s theorems for the Lebesgue integral and for the Skorohod 
integral we obtain that t 
MU) = s t m, us 1 d.s+ 0 J(J t Fl(r,s, U,)h dr s 0 > 
which proves the desired result. 0 
Let us now study the terms J:‘(X). Let us assume the following hypotheses. In the 
sequel N = {N,, n 20) is a nonnegative sequence such that N’ = {(N,Jn)2, n>,O} is 
in 9. 
(Gl) Semimartingale property for Gi: For all i = 1,. . . , k, (s,x) E [0, T] x Rd, the pro- 
cess {Gi(t,s,x), t E [s, T]} can be written in the form 
I 
Gi(t,s,X) = &(S,X) + s Gi,l(r,s,x)dr + & s J t G[2(r,s,x)dbf$V,i, j=l ’ (5.3) 
where Ai : Sz x [0, T] x lRd -+ Rd, Gi,l, Gi2 : 52 x AT x Rd -+ Rd, i = 1,. . . , k, are 
measurable functions such that x4,(.,x) is ‘progressively measurable in Sz x [0, T], 
Gi,t(.,S,x) and Gcz(.,s,x) are progressively measurable in 52 x [s,T], for each 
(s,x), and they satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(G2) For all r E [0, T], i, j = 1,. . . , 
Gi,,(r, -,x) belong to IL”Y2,f 
k and XE Rd we have that x4,(*,x), Gi,t(r,.,x) and 
belong to Li(Rd) and 
(Rd). Furthermore, Ai(., O), Gi, r(r, *,O) and G!,,(r, *, 0) 
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(G3) Lipschitzproperty for Ai,Gi,l,Gi,z: For all (r,s)EAf, x,y~!R~, i,j=l,..., k, 
we have 
(G4) Lipschitz property for the derivatives of Ai, Gi, 1, Gi,*: For all (r,s) E AT, x, y E 
Rd, i,j= l,..., k and n2 1, we have 
s {s, >...>S”2S} I(~,:‘,f..,,,~i)(s,x)-(~~~,~.,,~~~~)(s,~)I* dsl . . . dsn <N,fIx-y12, 
s (s,2,,,~s,~s) l(~~,t.,,,Gi,~)(r,s,x)-(~~:t,,G~,~)(r,s,y)l*ds~ . ..ds.<ff,fIx-yl*, 
ElAi(sy O)l* GR2, 
E J ’ IGi,I(r,s,0)12dr<R2, s 
E J ’ IG[2(~,s,0)12drbR2. s 
Remark 1. Notice that under these hypotheses the process {Gi(t,s,x), t 2s) is certainly 
a semimartingale for all i = 1,. . . , k. 
Remark 2. Using the same type of arguments as in the case of the coefficient F(t,s,x) 
it is easy to prove that under (Gl)-(G5), Gi satisfies (Hl), (H2), (h3) and (h3’), for 
all i= l,...,k. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 5.3. Let F, Gi : 52 x AT x Rd + Rd, i=l , . . . , k be functions satisfying 
(Fl)-(F3), (Gl)-(G5). Then there exists a unique solution X for Eq. (3.1) in the 
space Lz([O, T] x Q), and this solution is a continuous semimartingale. 
Proof. Taking into account the result of Proposition 5.2, we have that the process 
{I&C), t > 0) is a semimartingale. On the other hand, we have that for all i = 1,. . . , k, 
J t J#) = Gi(t,s,&)dq', 0
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t t = Ai(s,&)dW,‘+ 
+ 
and now applying the Fubini’s theorems for the Skorohod and for the It6 integral 
we obtain that 
J:‘(X) = 
which proves the desired result. 0 
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